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Background

There is a growing demand for converting large-scale data in the real 
world into a graph structure and processing it at high speed

Large-scale graph processing and Graph500

Graph500 Benchmark
Hybrid-BFS[3]

Automatic Top-down and Bottom-up switching

Evaluation on Fugaku

Our past research

Results of this poster

The number of vertices in such a graph can exceed 1 trillion, and the 
number of edges can be several tens of times the number of vertices

There is a performance ranking Graph500 list (https://graph500.org) 
that measures large-scale graph processing performance
Graph500 benchmark measures the performance of BFS on graphs 
with scale-free property (some vertices are connected to many other 
vertices, and many other vertices are connected to only a few vertices)

We developed Graph500 benchmark that can process large-scale 
graphs at high speed on supercomputers [1-2]

As a result of using the maximum 158,976 nodes of the supercomputer 
Fugaku, we achieved the 1st place of Graph500 list (eight consecutive 
terms from 2020 to 2023)
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Development of automatic performance tuning function for parameters 
of Graph500 benchmark
Achieved 27% performance improvement as a result of using Fugaku

Use Top-down in the beginning and end, and Bottom-up in the middle

In the middle stage, the number of vertices being explored increases 
explosively, so there are fewer attempts to determine vertices (arrow in 
the diagram above) in Bottom-up than in Top-down
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Search for unexplored vertices 
from vertices being explored

Search for vertices being explored 
from unexplored vertices
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The α and β are parameters that can be set arbitrarily by the user

We develop a function to automatically determine α and β

・Top-down → Bottom-up : #edges of the vertex being explored > #edges in graph / α

・Bottom-up → Top-down : #vertices being explored < #vertices in graph / 32β

Timing of switching between Top-down and Bottom-up is as follows:

Optimal α search algorithm
(β is omitted as it is the same)

Perform 64 trials of BFS with an appropriate α, 
and calculate α’ that can be switched at a 
different timing from α in each trial

Performance 
improved?

Rerun the trial using α’ which is closest to α

START

END

α ← α’
Yes

No
・Since α and β are independent, 
   they can be tuned individually
・After determining α and β, use them
  to perform BFS again for 64 trials
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Results

Automatic tuning function with 152,064 nodes

without function

with function

Number of trials
1 16 32 48 64

There are some results with poor performance without function, 
but performance stably improves with function

Automatic tuning function 
takes only 72 sec.

・Performance is significantly improved regardless of #nodes
・We achieved the 1st place in the world on Graph500 lists in 2023
・Wuhan Supercomputer ranked 2nd with 115,357 GTEPS

#nodes


